Detecting windows or intervals of when a continuous process is operating in a state of steadiness is useful especially when steady-state models are being used to optimize the process or plant on-line or in real-time. The term steady-state implies that the process is operating around some stable point or within some stationary region where it must be assumed that the accumulation or rate-of-change of material, energy and momentum is statistically insignificant or negligible. This new approach is to assume the null-hypothesis that the process is stationary about its mean subject to independent and identically distributed random error or shocks (white-noise) with the alternativehypothesis that it is non-stationary with a detectable and deterministic slope, trend, bias or drift. The drift profile would be typical of a time-varying inventory or holdup of material with imbalanced flows or even an unexpected leak indicating that the process signal is not steady. A probability of being steady or at least stationary over the window is computed by performing a residual Student-t test using the estimated mean of the process signal without any drift and the estimated standard-deviation of the underlying white-noise driving force. There are essentially two settings or options for the method which are the window-length and the Student-t critical value and can be easily tuned for each process signal that are included in the multivariate detection strategy.
Introduction 1
If the process or plant being monitored (passively) and/or optimized (actively) is 2 not at steady-state then applying a steady-state model at that time is obviously not 3 suitable given that significant accumulation or rate-of-change of material, energy and 4 momentum violates one of the principle assumptions of the model. Applying the right 5 model at the wrong time will result in more Type I and II errors (false positives, false 6 negatives), biased or inaccurate parameter estimates and ultimately inappropriate de-7 cisions to be made on how to move the system to be more economical, efficient and The subject of this work is to highlight a straightforward technique to detect pe-16 riods of time in the immediate past and present when the continuous process appears 17 to be running in a state of steady-ness or is stationary from which it is reasonable to 18 assume that steady-state models can be implemented for the very near future. ous work in the area of steady-state detection (SSD) is summarized by Mhamdi et. 20 al. [1] as (a) performing a Student-t test on a linear regressed slope over the time 21 window, (b) performing a Student-t test on two recently computed means with pooled 22 standard-deviations from two adjacent windows and (c) performing an F-test on two 23 recently computed standard-deviations either from two adjacent windows or from the 24 same window but using two different filtered means. Examples of (a) can be found in 25 Holly et. al. [2] and Bethea and Rhinehart [3] , examples of (b) in Narasimhan et. al.
[4] and Holly et. al. [2] and examples of (c) in Cao and Rhinehart [5] and Mansour

27
and Ellis [6] using pre-specified exponentially-weighted filters with an interesting re-28 cursive window-based version found in Kim et. al. [7] . The method of Mhamdi et. computed over the number of data values in the window. Unfortunately, the mean and 36 standard-deviation computed by these methods are not corrected for the drift compo-37 nent as is done in this SSD algorithm below. Hence, the other methods are biased (less 38 accurate) and require more adjustment to minimize Type I and II errors. Although 39 these techniques are easy to understand and implement, it is well-known that they re-40 quire substantial and subjective tuning or calibration knowing intervals of when the 41 plant is possibly at steady-state (Campos et. al. [8] ) and is a perceived drawback.
42
In terms of computational expense, recursive techniques can significantly reduce the 43 computing load but since the eighties with mainframes as the supervisory computers 44 and now with multi-core application servers this is not an issue to consider further es-45 pecially for the SSD algorithm described here. The SSD algorithm uses insignificant 46 CPU time because it only involves calculation of a mean, standard deviation, and slope.
47
The SSD algorithm presented in this work is also window-based and utilizes the 
Now that there is an estimate of the drift slope m and the mean µ of x t , the standard-
97
deviation of the white-noise shocks can be estimated as:
At this point along with a specified Student-t critical or threshold value at a particu-99 lar significance level α and degrees-of-freedom n, all of the necessary information is 100 available to test the null-hypothesis that the process signal is steady or is stationary 101 about µ:
The sum of y t divided by n is a fraction related to the likelihood that the null hypothesis work (see point (a) above) but this was not found to be as accurate as computing the 109 probability over the window i.e., performing n drift-corrected residual Student-t tests 110 and taking the arithmetic average of y t .
111
Before proceeding to the results and discussion section, there are two issues that 112 need to be addressed and they are the window-length or size and how to manage mul- from the well-known Sidak inequality as:
where k is the number of key process variables selected to be included in determining 
Results and Discussion
161
The testing of this SSD algorithm entails simulating a process signal with a mean 162 of zero (µ = 0) and superimposed white-noise (a t ) generated from the code found in 163 Ahrens et. al. [12] with a standard-deviation specified as 1.0 (σ a = 1) for simplicity. 
where z −1 represents the lagging of one sampling instant in the past. As φ 1 approaches firms that the driving force for the simulation is sufficiently distributed as random error.
182
It also verifies that the calculation of white-noise standard-deviation found in Equation 183
4 is acceptable as well. Tables 1 and 2 show the simulated probabilities in parentheses sents a 5% significance level and 3.0 is typical of a 0.5% significance. the colored-noise also tends to approach non-stationarity (fifth and sixth columns).
196
The sensitivity of the SSD to identify unsteady-state activity when a drift is injected is not an unusual observation given that it is well-accepted that subtle perturbations 212 require more sample or data points. in Table 3 and the equations are shown in Table 4 . Component balance on A V Because this system involves more than one variable, the Sidak inequality suggests . for this example problem.
255
Windows 2, 7, and 8 have the highest probability (> 90%) of being at steady-state 256 for both C A and T above the minimum probability limit. Windows 4, 5, and 6 have 257 either C A or T greater than a 90% probability to a 5% significance level (first number ity in a reactor data does not allow activation energies to be identified because of the 283 co-linear relationship with the pre-exponential factor as shown in Table 4 . If the tem-
284
perature data varies, a tighter confidence interval can be obtained for both E a and k 0 .
285
The steady-state identification procedure shown in this work can be applied to an op-286 timization problem with an objective to obtain the best limited number of diverse data 287 sets from a potential candidate pool.
288
Even though this technique is applied in time blocks, it can also be applied in a time 
Conclusion
294
Presented in this work is a straightforward technique to effectively detect inter-295 vals or windows of steady-state operation within continuous processes subject to noise.
296
This detection is critical in applications that rely on steady-state models for data rec- 
